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Today in luxury:

Cond Nast to cease Teen Vogue in print, cut 80 jobs and lower mag frequencies

Cond Nast is expected to complete its final round of cuts by Nov. 9, WWD has learned. The New York-based
publisher, which has instilled a hiring freeze, will slash about 80 jobs, equal to a decrease of about 2.5 percent of its
3,000-person workforce, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Watch brands are thinking twice about going to the fair

The luxury watch show Salon QP is returning to the Saatchi Gallery here this week for a ninth edition during an
increasingly challenging time for regional watch fairs, says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Rebag lets customers sell their Gucci, Chanel and Herms handbags in minutes

On Nov. 7, Rebag, the company founded by Charles Gorra a Harvard Business School alum who worked in business
development at Rent the Runway will be relaunched as Rebag, an online and brick-and-mortar luxury handbag
retailer that encourages customers to "buy, sell, repeat," per Forbes.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes

US' SUV thirst hits luxury brands with hidden hangover

Luxury carmakers benefiting from red-hot demand for lucrative SUVs are dealing with a behind-the-scenes
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headache because of just how swiftly demand has shifted away from their sedans, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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